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Abstract: We study the issue of P2P streaming system with transcoding and expose the fundamental characteristics and mathematical
theory of the system in the two-class network structure. We find out and prove that, in a two-class P2P streaming system, toprovide
peers receiving data above some given flow rate, there is a lower bound of source server load. We give an algorithm to achieve this
minimal server load. We also compare the minimal server loadby our algorithm with typical traditional design without transcoding
in various situations in our simulation experiments, and analyze how much benefit system can get from the utilization of transcoding
technique. The results show that, if transcoding techniqueis utilized appropriately, better performance of two-class P2P streaming
system can be achieved.
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1 Introduction

With the development of P2P live streaming technology,
the approach of multimedia streaming systems have
evolved from unicast, tree, and multi-tree to mesh [1,2,3,
4]. Peers become more and more complex. From
bandwidth, memory to CPU, more and more resources of
peers have been exploited for relieving the source server
load and utilizing the systems resource more effectively.
These clients, such as PC, TV, tablet, PDA, cellphone, and
so on, have various screen sizes, color depth and video
qualities. Specially, they may have different video coding
with heterogeneous hardware and software, and they may
have different bandwidth with heterogeneous network [3,
4,5,6,7,8,9]. In traditional P2P multimedia streaming
systems, the peers, which receive the same program with
different video coding algorithm, cannot share their
upload capacity in single overlay network. However more
networks or video sources may need more resources.

In recent years, there are some literatures [6,7,8,9,10,
11,12] that focus on transcoding technique utilized in P2P
streaming systems. [6] proposes a multimedia streaming
architecture in which transcoding services coordinate to
transform the streaming data into different formats in P2P
systems. [7] proposes a system named PAT (Peer-Assisted
Transcoding) to enable effective online transcoding and
seek to reduce the bandwidth consumption and

computing overhead in P2P network. In [8], the
transcoding technique is used in some total new network
environments. The paper discusses issues that are relevant
to enabling P2P streaming in networked consumer
electronics, NAT/firewall traversal, and codec
inflexibility. [ 10] also discusses the video transcoding in
P2P network of IPTV system. [9] proposes a P2P
transcoding method for heterogeneity mobile streaming.
The paper seeks to increase the flexibility of coding data,
which is based on diverse display size, computing power,
memory, and media capabilities in devices. [11] presents
a P2P streaming system named CloudStream, which is a
cloud-based video proxy that can deliver streaming
videos by transcoding the original video in real time to a
scalable codec. And [12] proposes a collaborative strategy
that leverages the peering architecture of P2P networks
and makes the computational resources of peers sharable
and collaborative. These researches announce that, in the
some situations, compared with traditional systems, P2P
streaming systems with transcoding have better
performances. Nevertheless, existent studies just focus on
network protocols design and video coding algorithm,
which lacks of mathematically investigate and deeply
understand their systems. Furthermore, there exists no
relative research that focuses on what network
environment the transcoding systems suits and how much
benefit in quantity the new technique taken to the systems.
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At the same time, the research on P2P network
structure pay more attention to the two-class model [13,
14,15] [17], which means peers in the system are broadly
classified into two classes, with each class having
approximately the same upload capacity. These studies
are reasonable as there are roughly two classes of peers,
which are super and ordinary ones, in P2P streaming
systems. In this paper, we are interested in the basic
network fluid model for P2P streaming systems with
transcoding in two-class P2P streaming systems. Our
paper seeks to expose some fundamental characteristics
and limitations of two-class P2P streaming systems with
transcoding. There are some literatures [13,14,15,16,17]
that discusses and analyzes the issues of P2P streaming
systems capacity by mathematic fluid model in two-class
P2P streaming systems without transcoding. [13]
develops a basic stochastic model and fluid theory for the
P2P streaming systems and discusses the theory in
two-class systems. [14][14] derives and proves the
performance bounds for minimum server load and
maximum streaming rate in two-class P2P streaming
systems. And in [17], the authors develop a fluid model
for two-class P2P streaming systems with network coding
and mathematically analyze the performance of this kind
of systems.

In this paper, our analysis and results are based on
both previous research and the features of two-class P2P
streaming systems with transcoding. And, without
sacrificing realistic assumptions of systems scale, we
mainly investigate the minimal demand of video source
server upload capacity, which also calls minimal server
load, in two-class P2P streaming systems with
transcoding. Furthermore, basing on our mathematical
analysis and simulation experiment, we compare the
performance of transcoding system with no transcoding
one in two-class P2P streaming systems, and seek to
answer the following questions.

1. How could transcoding technique be helpful in two-
class P2P streaming systems? What situations are proper
for using this technique?

2. What is the condition to make peers receiving data
from system above some given flow rate? Can we find and
achieve the minimal server load?

3. Compared with systems without transcoding, how
much better the transcoding technique taken? What are the
key parameters that make their difference performance?

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes and insights the basic features of
two-class P2P streaming systems with transcoding and no
transcoding. In Section 3, we compute and prove the
minimal server load for some given flow rate of each peer,
and we give an algorithm to achieve this minimal load in
the proof. In section 4, we give our simulation experiment
and compare system performance between transcoding
and no transcoding. And. Finally, we conclude this paper
in Section 5.

Fig. 1: An example of two-class P2P streaming system.

2 Two-class P2P Streaming Systems with
Transcoding

Before we expose our theoretical analysis and model of
two-class P2P streaming systems with transcoding, in this
section, we first summarize some fundamental
characteristics and overview design principles of the
traditional design and transcoding cases.

As shown in Figure 1(a), this is a typical example of
two-class P2P streaming system. There are six peers (A,
B, C, D, E and F) and one source server (S) in the system.
A and B are PCs with 1000 Kbps upload capacity
respectively, which are seen as super peers, and C, D, E
and F are cellphones with 200 Kbps upload capacity
respectively, which are seen as ordinary peers. And, we
further assume that the download bandwidth and
computing capability is not the bottleneck of the system,
which is a common setting of previous studies. There is a
video program in S with some video coding rate. The goal
of P2P streaming system design is to ensure peers
receiving data above the video coding rate, and, at the
same time, minimize the server load.

To illustrate clearly, the P2P network in Figure 1(a) is
redrawn as an overlay complete network as Figure 1(b).
In next subsection, based on the example of Figure 1, we
describe how two-class P2P streaming system and
traditional system work.

2.1 Traditional Designs without Transcoding

In a two-class P2P streaming system, the traditional
designs without transcoding almost basically base on the
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model in [13][14][17], which is close to the reality
situations of P2P streaming systems in the practice. In
these systems, peers in the system are classified into two
classes depending on their different hardware. As the
example shown in Figure 2(a), A and B are super peers,
which belong to class 1, while C, D, E and F are ordinary
ones, which belong to class 2. In this two-class P2P
streaming system, super peers and ordinary peers have
their own video coding rates respectively. When a video
program needs to send to all of these peers, two kinds of
video coding data are transported by network
independently. This means, as drawn by different colors
in Figure 2(a), the whole P2P streaming system is divided
into two subsystems. Every subsystem is an independent
P2P streaming system, each of which has its different
video coding rate, and no data exchange among them. We
call this kind of systems No Transcoding Systems (OTS)
in the rest of this paper.

Consider the situation of OTS in the setting of Figure
2(a). In this example, to support the video coding rates,
super peer requires 800Kbps bandwidth and ordinary peer
requires 300Kbps bandwidth. If the system needs all peers
in class 1 get data no less than the rate 800Kbps and all
peers in class 2 get data no less than the rate 300Kbps, as
shown in Figure 2(a), the total upload capacity is at least
2800Kbps, and the source server load is at least 1200Kbps.

2.2 Two-class P2P Streaming Systems with
Transcoding

Based on [3,7,17], utilizing transcoding technique, P2P
streaming systems can support multiple video coding
rates and exchange their data in one overlay network.
Especially, in a two-class P2P streaming system, as the
same as OTS, there are two video coding data in the
network. They have different video quality with different
coding rate. In general, the high quality video data, which
have high coding rate, is sent to the super peers (the peers
in class 1) firstly. Super peers are responsible for
transcoding this video data from high coding rate to low
one. And send video data with low coding rate to the
ordinary peers at last. We call this kind of systems
Transcoding Systems (TS) in the rest of this paper.

Back to the example and consider the situation of TS
in the setting of Figure 2(a). If the system needs all super
peers get data no less than the rate 800Kbps and all
ordinary peers getting data no less the rate 300Kbps. The
original data could be pushed to A and B from S firstly,
and A and B, which are marked ’T’ in the figure,
transcode these data to the format and coding rate for the
ordinary peers, Then, the transcoded data is pushed to C,
D, E and F from A and B. So, calculating the result, as
shown in Figure 2(b), we conclude that the necessity of
total upload capacity is reduced to 2800Kbps and the
necessity of source server load is reduced to 800Kbps.

It seems we can easily conclude that, compared with
OTS, TS has better performances. But there are still some

Fig. 2: Example of OTS and TS.

questions. First, is the server load of TS always better
than OTS in any two-class P2P streaming systems?
Second, how does transcoding technique affect the
systems exactly? What is the essential relation between
transcoding and no transcoding systems? Third, not
intuitively, but mathematically, how many performances
improvement of TS are compared with traditional
systems? We discuss these questions in next section.
Before that, for the sake of mathematical tractability, we
make a few assumptions in TS. First, our study bases on
the scenario of two-class P2P streaming system, which is
described in many previous papers [13,14,15] [17].
Second, upload capacity is the only bottleneck of system.
This assumption is according to most existing studies [13,
14,15,16,17] of P2P systems. Specially, in our study, it
also means that peers can transcode their received data to
other coding data, which has the same or lower video
quality, and the transcoded data is always enough for
uploading. This paper just discusses the network
bandwidth model and seeks the basic fluid theory, and
does not restrict the specific network protocols or video
coding algorithm.

3 Model and Algorithm

3.1 Notations and Expressions

Before modeling and analyzing two-class P2P streaming
systems with transcoding, introduce some necessary
notations and expressions firstly.
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Denote byn for total number of peers in the system.
Let n1 be the number of super peers andn2 be the number
of ordinary peers. Denote byP for the set of all peers. Let
P1 be the set of super peers andP2 be the set of ordinary
peers. Denote bys for the source server ,pi j for peer in
classi. We have

P1 =
{

p1 j
}

, f or j = 1, ...,n1

P2 =
{

p2 j
}

, f or j = 1, ...,n2

P = P1∪P2 =
{

pi j
}

, f or i = 1,2; j = 1, ...,ni

n = n1+n2 = |P1|+ |P2|= |P|

Furthermore, we adopt a network flow model and
focus on the bufferless and instantaneous rate at which
peers transmit bits. A super peer can playback the video
whenever it receives fresh content bits at rater1, and an
ordinary peer can playback the video whenever it receives
fresh content bits at rater2. Denote byR for the set of
required rate in the system, which isR = {r1, r2}. Denote
by us for the upload capacity ofs andui j for the upload
capacity of pi j. Let u(·) be the function of upload
capacity summation. For example,

u(P) = ∑
P

ui j =
n1

∑
j=1

u1 j +
n2

∑
j=1

u2 j. Let u be the average

upload capacity of all peers. Letu1 andu2 be the average
upload capacity of peers in class 1 and class 2. We have

u =
u(P)
|P|

=
u(P1)+u(P2)

|P1|+ |P2|
=

n1

∑
j=1

u1 j +
n2

∑
j=1

u2 j

n1+n2

u1 =
u(P1)

|P1|
=

n1

∑
j=1

u1 j

n1

u2 =
u(P2)

|P2|
=

n2

∑
j=1

u2 j

n2

Notice the definition of universal streaming (US) in
[13]. Similarly, in a two-class P2P streaming system,
when all peers inP1 receiving video data no less thanr1
and all peers inP2 receiving video data no less thanr2,
we say that the system provides universal streaming in
two-class system (UST) or the system runs on UST.
Denote byusmin for the minimal server load ofs to ensure
system running on UST. Notations introduced in this
paper are summarized in Table 1.

3.2 Minimal Server Load

We give the proof ofusmin in this subsection. The proof is
divided into two parts. We give a lower bound forusmin in
part one and prove UST can be supported with this bound
in part two. Notice that part two is also an algorithm to

Table 1: Main notations used in this paper.
s Source server.

pi j Peerj in the classj.
n Total number of peers in the system.
ni Total number of peers in the classi.
P Set of all peers.
Pi Set of peers in the classi.
ri Required rate in the classi.
R Set of required rate in the system.
us Source server upload capacity.
ui j Upload capacity ofpi j.
u(·) Function of upload capacity Summation.

u Average upload capacity of all peers.
ui Average upload capacity of peers in the classi.

usmin Minimal server load for system running on UST.
u′s Rest ofs available upload capacity.
u′gh Rest ofpgh available upload capacity.
u′all Total rest of available upload capacity.
so
i j The flow rate of video substream froms to pi j.

sgh
i j The flow rate of video substream frompgh to pi j.

tri j The total rate ofpi j receiving video data.

achieve the minimal server load. We call this algorithm
minimal server load algorithm (MSL) in the rest of this
paper. Let usmin denote minimal server load for a
two-class P2P streaming system with transcoding
providing UST, then

usmin = max
i

(

ri+
i−1

∑
k=0

nk (rk −uk)

)

, (1)

n0 = r0 = u0 = r3 = 0, i = 1,2,3.

Proof:
Part one:
Notice that for the whole systemP = P1∪P2, it is

obviouslyusmin ≥ r1 andusmin+
2
∑

i=1
ni (ui − ri) ≥ 0. And,

for the subsystemP2, usmin+n1 (u1− r1) ≥ r2, where the
peers in class 1 at least costsn1 (r1−u1) bandwidth.

Therefore














usmin ≥ r1
usmin ≥ r2+n1 (r1−u1)

usmin ≥
2
∑

i=1
ni (ri−ui)

(2)

For convenience, letn0 = r0 = u0 = r3 = 0. Then,
combining these three inequalities gives

usmin ≥ max
i

(

ri+
i−1

∑
k=0

nk (rk −uk)

)

, (3)

n0 = r0 = u0 = r3 = 0, i = 1,2,3

It remains to show that if

us = max
i

(

ri+
i−1

∑
k=0

nk (rk −uk)

)

, (4)

n0 = r0 = u0 = r3 = 0, i = 1,2,3
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then UST can be supported.
Part two:
Let P0 = {s}. Consider the subsystemP0

⋃

P1 firstly.
Whenr1 ≥ n1 (r1−u1), i.e.r1 ≤

n1 u1
n1−1.

Consider a video stream of rater1. Divide this video
stream inton1 substreams, with thejth substream having
rate

so
1 j =

u1 j r1

u(P1)
=

u1 j r1

n1 u1
, f or j = 1, ...,n1

Notice that
n1

∑
j=1

so
1 j = r1 ≤ us. So the source server can

copy the jth substream to thep1 j respectively.
Furthermore, because

(n1−1)so
1 j =

(n1−1)u1 j

n1 u1
· r1 ≤

(n1−1)u1 j

n1 u1
·

n1 u1

(n1−1)
= u1 j

p1 j can copy its stream to each of the othern1−1 peers
in the class 1. Thus each super peer receives a substream
from the source server and also receivesn1−1 additional
substreams from the othern1−1 super peers. The total rate
at whichp1 j receives is

tr1 j = so
1 j + ∑

k:k 6= j

so
1k =

n1

∑
j=1

so
1 j = r1

Hence, whenr1 ≥ n1 (r1−u1), the rater1 can be supported
in the class 1.

Whenr1 < n1 (r1−u1).
In this situation, divide the video stream inton1+1

substreams, withjth substream having rate
{

so
1 j =

u1 j
n1−1, f or j = 1, ...,n1

so
1n1+1 = r1−

u(P1)
n1−1 = r1−

n1 u1
n1−1

And the source server copy two substreams to each peer
j in the class 1: thejth substreamso

1 j and the substream
so
1n1+1. The source server can do this because
n1

∑
j=1

so
1 j + n1 so

1n1+1 =
n1 u1

n1−1
+ n1

(

r1−
n1 u1

n1−1

)

= n1 (r1−u1)≤ us

Furthermore, because

(n1−1)so
1 j = (n1−1) ·

u1 j

n1−1
= u1 j,

f or j = 1, ...,n1

p1 j can copy its streamso
1 j to each of the othern1−1

peers in the class 1. Thus each super peer receives two
substreams from the source server and also receivesn1−1
additional substreams from the othern1−1 super peers.
The total rate at whichp1 j receives is

tr1 j = so
1n1+1+so

1 j + ∑
k:k 6= j

so
1k = so

1n1+1+
n1

∑
j=1

so
1 j

=

(

r1−
n1 u1

n1−1

)

+
n1 u1

n1−1
= r1

Hence, whenr1 < n1 (r1−u1), the rater1 can be supported
in the class 1 too.

Then, by above algorithm, whetherr1 ≥ n1 (r1−u1) or
r1 < n1 (r1−u1), each super peer can get video data at rate
r1, and the total rest of available upload capacity is

u′all = u′s+
n1

∑
h=1

u′1h = us+n1 (u1− r1)≥ r2

Next, we consider the whole system
2
⋃

k=0
Pk.

Whenr2 ≥ n2 (r2−u2), i.e.r2 ≤
n2u2
n2−1.

Consider a video stream of rater2, which can get from
source server and super peers. Divide this video stream
into n2 substreams, with thejth substream having rate

so
2 j =

u2 j

u(P2)
·

u′s
u′all

· r2 =
u2 j

n2 u2
·

u′s
us+n1 (u1− r1)

· r2

, f or j = 1, ...,n2

And divide this video stream intoni substreams, with the
jth substream having rate

s1h
2 j =

u2 j

u(P2)
·

u′1h

u′all
· r2 =

u2 j

n2 u2
·

u′1h

us+n1 (u1− r1)
· r2

, f or j = 1, ...,n2

Notice that

n2

∑
j=1

so
2 j =

n2

∑
j=1

u2 j

u(P2)
·

u′s
u′all

· r2 = u′s ·
r2

u′all

As u′all ≥ r2, we have
n2

∑
j=1

so
2 j ≤ u′s. So the source server

can copyso
2 j to thep2 j( j = 1, ...,n2) respectively. And, as

n2

∑
j=1

s1h
2 j =

n2

∑
j=1

u2 j

u(P2)
·

u′1h

u′all
· r2 = u′1h ·

r2

u′all
≤ u′1h

p1h(h = 1, ...,n1) can copy s1h
2 j to p2 j( j = 1, ...,n2)

respectively. Sop2 j( j = 1, ...,n2) gets

so
2 j +

n1

∑
h=1

s1h
2 j =

u2 j r2

u(P2)

Furthermore, because

(n2−1) ·

(

so
2 j+

n1

∑
h=1

s1h
2 j

)

=
(n2−1)u2 j

u(P2)
· r2

=
(n2−1)u2 j

n2 u2
· r2 ≤

(n2−1)u2 j

n2 u2
·

n2 u2

n2−1
= u2 j

p2 j( j = 1, ...,n2) can copyso
2 j +

n1

∑
h=1

s1h
2 j to each of the

othern2−1 peers in the class 2. Thus each ordinary peer
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receives a substream from each super peer and the source
server, and also receivesn2−1 additional substreams
from the othern2−1 ordinary peers. The total rate at
which p2 j receives is

tr2 j =
n2

∑
j=1

(

so
2 j +

n1

∑
h=1

s1h
2 j

)

=

n2

∑
j=1

u2 j

u(P2)
· r2 = r2

Hence, whenr2 ≥ n2 (r2−u2), the rater2 can be supported
in the class 2.

Whenr2 < n2 r2−n2 u2.
Consider a video stream of rater2, which can get from

source server and super peers. Divide this video stream
into n2+1 substreams, with thejth substream having rate






















so
2 j =

u2 j
n2−1 ·

u′s
u′all

=
u2 j

n2−1 ·
u′s

us +n1(u1−r1)
,

f or j = 1, ...,n2

so
2n2+1 =

(

r2−
u(P2)
n2−1

)

·
(

u′s
u′all

)

=
(

r2−
n2 u2
n2−1

)

·
(

u′s
us+n1(u1−r1)

)

And divide this video stream inton2+1 substreams, with
the jth substream having rate






















s1h
2 j ==

u2 j
n2−1 ·

u′1h
u′all

=
u2 j

n2−1 ·
u′1h

us+n1(u1−r1)
,

f or j = 1, ...,n2

s1h
2n2+1 =

(

r2−
u(P2)
n2−1

)

·
(

u′1h
u′all

)

=
(

r2−
n2 u2
n2−1

)

·
(

u′1h
us+n1(u1−r1)

)

Notice that

n2

∑
j=1

so
2 j + n2 so

2n2+1 =
n2 (r2−u2)

us+n1 (u1− r1)
·u′s

As (4), we haveus ≥
2
∑

k=1
nk (rk −uk), i.e.

us+n1 (u1− r1)≥ n2 (r2−u2)

So
n2

∑
j=1

so
2 j+n2 so

2n2+1 ≤ u′s, which means the source server

can copyso
2 j +so

2n2+1 to thep2 j( j = 1, ...,n2) respectively.
And, as

n2

∑
j=1

s1h
2 j + n2 s1h

2n2+1=
n2 (r2−u2)

us+n1 (u1− r1)
·u′1h ≤ u′1h

p1h(h = 1, ...,n1) can copy s1h
2 j +s1h

2n2+1 to
p2 j( j = 1, ...,n2) respectively. Sop2 j( j = 1, ...,n2) gets

(

so
2 j +

n1

∑
h=1

s1h
2 j

)

+

(

so
2n2+1+

n1

∑
h=1

s1h
2n2+1

)

Furthermore, because

(n2−1) ·

(

so
2 j +

n1

∑
h=1

s1h
2 j

)

= (n2−1) ·









u2 j

n2−1
·

u′s
u′all

+
u2 j

n2−1
·

n1

∑
h=1

u′1h

u′all









= u2 j

p2 j( j = 1, ...,n2) can copyso
2 j +

n1

∑
h=1

s1h
2 j to each of the

othern2−1 peers in the class 2. Thus each ordinary peer
receives two substreams from each super peer and the
source server, and also receivesn2−1 additional
substreams from the othern2−1 ordinary peers. The total
rate at whichp2 j receives is

tr2 j =
n2

∑
j=1

(

so
2 j +

n1

∑
h=1

s1h
2 j

)

+ so
2n2+1+

n1

∑
h=1

s1h
2n2+1

=
n2

∑
j=1





u2 j
n2−1 ·

u′s
u′all

+
u2 j

n2−1 ·

n1
∑

h=1
u′1h
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+
(
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u(P2)
n2−1

)

·
(

u′s
u′all

)

+
(

r2−
u(P2)
n2−1

)

·





n1
∑

h=1
u′1h

u′all



 = r2

Hence, whenr2 < n2 (r2−u2), the rater2 can be supported
in the class 2 too.

To sum up, whenus satisfies (4), by the MSL
algorithm, the system can provide video data at rater1 for
each super peer and at rater2 for each ordinary peer,
which means the whole system can run on UST.
Considering (3), we have

usmin = max
i

(

ri+
i−1

∑
k=0

nk (rk −uk)

)

,

n0 = r0 = u0 = r3 = 0, i = 1,2,3

4 Simulation Experiment and Performance
Analysis

In the simulation experiment, we implement P2P
streaming system with transcoding and traditional no
transcoding design described in the paper in C++. The
network environment in the simulation follows Georgia
Tech’s Internet Topology Generator [18]. To conduct
rigorous quantitative analysis of the systems under wide
range of working conditions, we implement our
experiments to emulate the characteristics of realistic
systems with different parameters and a large number of
test times. The practical algorithm in the simulation of
OTS is based on [13,14,17], and TS is based on MSL. We
mainly investigate the server load of TS using MSL
algorithm, and compare the performance with OTS in

c© 2015 NSP
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Fig. 3: Random test. (unit: Kbps)

various settings. For brevity, denote byuTA
smin for the

minimal server load in OTS simulation system using
traditional algorithm (TA), and byuMSL

smin for TS using
MSL.

First, we take an overlook for theuTA
smin anduMSL

smin in
complete random settings. The experiment tests two-class
P2P streaming systems with all random settings, which
randomly choosesni from 5 to 100,ri from 200Kbps to
1600Kbps, andui from 100Kbps to 2000Kbps. We test
OTS and TS 1000 times respectively. The results are
shown in Figure 3. We can see that, with the random
settings,uTA

smin and uMSL
smin spread all over the figure, but,

notice of the lower part,uTA
smin is hardly less than

400Kbps, while uMSL
smin descends to 200Kbps in some

situations. TS shows some advantages in this random test.

Table 2: Initial setting of systems.
Class Type Upload Number Rate
Super LAN 2M 20 1600Kbps

Ordinary ADSL 300K 20 800Kbps
Super WIFI 1M 20 500Kbps

Ordinary CDMA 100K 20 200Kbps

For more details, next, we simulate and test two
practical two-class systems: the system 1 bases on LAN
and ADSL, and the system 2 bases on WIFI and CDMA.
The initial setting of the systems is on Table 2. In this test,
we seek to know how server load changes by the different
system scale. The peer number in any class is 20 initially.
Then we add peer number in only one class every time,
and measure the corresponding minimal server load. For
example, as the green short dot curve in Figure 4, first, we
test the System 2 and measure minimal server load in the
initial setting as Table 2, after that, ordinary peer number
is added to 30, 40, and so on, while other parameters are
held constant, and we measure the minimal server load
orderly. In the experiment, we compare the minimal
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Fig. 4: uTA
smin anduMSL

smin change in different scales. (unit: Kbps)

server load in OTS and TS from the boost of both super
and ordinary peers. The results are shown in Figure 4.
The performance of server load in TS is better than the
one in OTS, which follows the previous analysis.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have mathematically studied the
performance of two-class transcoding P2P streaming
systems. We have derived the performance bounds of
minimal server load for this kind of systems, and given an
algorithm to achieve the minimal server load. Besides
mathematical investigation, we have also done some
simulation experiments to compare the minimal server
load of transcoding system with traditional situation, and
to know how much benefit new design takes in various
situations. The results have shown the advantage of
transcoding system by our algorithm.
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